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__ _________._ PREFACE

1. The purpose o4 this study is to acquaint the reader with
the island of Okinawa. Located south of the main Japanese
islands, Okirawa has played an important strategic role in
recent East Asian history. The US has invested a significant
amount of resources to support its forces deployed there. In
the past, Okinawa has been a useful asset to promote US
policies in the region. Today, East Asia is experiencing a
period :)F unprecedented economic growth, and political
stability. In view of these changes, should the US continue to
assign its lurces there? This study analyzes our military
fo ces on Okinawa, and presents options and recommendations on
which to develop a future US policy for the island.

2. The author would like to acknowledge the assistance of
Major Robert Hawthorne, USAF, and Ms. Joan Hyatt, both of Air
University, for their support and advice during the preparation
of this study.
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REPORT NUMBER B7-1410

AUTHOR(S) MAJOR FRANK L. KEBEL MAN, USMC-

TITLE OKINAWA: A STRAiTEGIC ANALYSIS

I. Purpose% To evaluakt- the US requirement to waintain
military forces on the island of Okinawa, Japan.

II. Problen: 40 years after thR Lonclusion of World War 1l,

the US continues to maintain a significant military presence in
East Asia. A large portion of this force is located on
Okinawa, Japan. Strategically situated in the Ryukyu Islands,
Okinawa has served America well. During the 1950s, as "Cold
War" tensions mounted, Okinawa was the ideal base from which
thie US could project force throughout the region. In the 1960s
and 190s,• it served as a vital logistics staging area for our
o•f-_rts in Southeast Asia. Today. East Asia has changed. With
few exceptions, the region is politically stable and
economically strong. Nevertheless, the US continues to spend
millionr of dollars each year to support this forward
deployment of forces. Is this necessary?

III. Data: No region of the world has made greater progress
since the conclusion of Wcrld War II. From the ashes of
Hiroshima, Japan has risen to be one of the world's econnmic
superpowers. The People's Republic cf C.ina (RPC), long
considered to be a strong US opponent, is now opening an era a+
stability ind exploration in free-market government. Issues
relating to Hong Kong and Macao have been resolved peacefully.
The Republic of the Philippines is beginning a new period of
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CONTINUED,
ie.nocratic refor-n. Indeed, with all this prosperity. the US

and its Asian allies still face a significant challenge. The

USSR now has a Pacific Fleet which is capable of power

projection. Viet Nam has allowed the Soviets to utilize forner

US facilities in that country. North vorep remains an

antagonist, and Viet Nam continues to -hreaten Southeast Asia.

Vital lines of communication (LOCs) are VUlnerable. The

Association of Southeast Asian Natiorts (jASEAN) is growing, yet

is not strong enough to stand alone. The cost of providing US

forces to defend freedom in Asia is rising. With the threat in

Central America increasing, the US must prepare -ior a conflict

in this region. Yet, the US must elso continue to support its

partners around the world. It is time to examine our

deploament of fnrces to ensure the US is prepared for the next

conflict.

IV. Conclusions: Some US forces could be withdrawni from

Okinawa. With proper training and preparation, Japanese

* II~j I L~I )' AvsI Ca A P eI I rJ T IJ I SA L %-J I I I %- LW.J U-I S

assigned. Given Fufficient lead time, regional security will

not he threatened, and the US will be better able to meet its

commitments in defending the Americas in the 21st century.

V. Recommendations: The US should begin planning now for a

withdrawal of its military forces from Okinawa.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCT ION

On 1 April 1945, US soldiers and marines invaded the island
of Okinawa, beginning one of the bloodie~st campaigns of World
War II. Although most of the men who fought there had littla
know)edge about the island, there were few who did not grasp
its strategic importance for the Allied cause. Quite simply,
Okinawa was to be the starting point for the forthcoming
invasion of the Japanese homeland. To ensure a successful
invasion of Japan, it would first be necessary to secure a
placa to stage supplies, train the assault force, and launch
the planes needed to crush the remainder of the Japanese Army.
In Augu, t 1945, the atomic bnmb forced Japan to surrender. The
Alliee never had to invade Honshu. By thes, the invasion of
Okinawa had been completed, and America had entered into a pe-
riod of colonialism in Japan that has contin, ed to the present.

Okinawa's str--ategic importance has grown ever the last 40
years. Many perceive it as a central link in the deiensive
plan for the Western Pacific. The purposr of this paper is to
examine Okinawa's strategic importance from a historical per-
spective, and, in light of current events, to analyze options
we have regarding this island. Finally, recommendations will
be presented which will aid in the formulation of an appropri-
ate US policy for Okinawa in the Early 21st century. Many
similarities exist between Okinawa's strategic importance no,.
and its value several hundred years ago.

Okinawa is the main island of the Ryukyu chain which runs
south of Kyushu for seven hundred miles. The name Okinawa
means "rope in the offing" (1:22), a curious title until we
examine a map of the region and see these islands do appear to
be knots on some giant imaginary rope (5:Fig 1). There are 120
islands which belong to this group, although not all of them
are now inhabited (3:7). These islands have historically
represented the southern flank for the main Japanese islands.
Indeed, Iriomote, one of the %most southerly of the islands,
lies within sight of Taiwan. Thus, as a result of their geo-
graphic position, these i%lands have played a strong inter-
mediary role between the ancient cultures of i-hina and Japan.

Written references to these islands first appear in the
early 7th century in both the Chinese and Japanese official
hisitories (3:18). As Japan grew out of its in+ancy, it looked
to '-he older Chinese culture for guidance and learninq. Trade
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flourished between the countries, and the Ryukyu Islands played
a natural role in that prockess. Because o+ their close

location to China, these islands were formally annexed by that
government in 1372 (1:65). China contributed to naming the

-Islands when their tradern began calling them Liu Ch'iu, which
the Okinawan people translated into Ryukyu. Japanese interest
in these lonely barrier islands was economic in nature during
the next 300 years, and it was not until 1609 that Japan became
sufficiently interested to send an invasion force to take

Spossession of Okinawa. Subsequent to tFis invasion, the Rykuyu
Islands continued "under both Chinese and Japanese titular
sovereignty" (4:15). In 1879, this awkward arrangement ended
when Japan, then emerging as a modern power, formally annexed
Jkinawa, and made the islands a prefecture (4:16). Thereafter,
the Ryukyu Islands remained a part of Japan, and were consid-
ered part of the homeland. In fact, Japanese legend says that
Iheya Island, near Okinawa, is the birthplace of the Japanese
people (6:44).



Chapter Two

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

OKINAWA DURIN THIEMEIJI PERIOD

In the middle of the 19th century, Okinawan leaders still
traveled to Peking for annual recognition of their positions as
rulers of the islands. In 1866, China sent reciprocal envoys
to Okinawa as part of this traditional exchange practice which
had been performed for over 500 years (1:352). This was the
last time this act occurred, because on 13 February 1867, the
Crown Prince Mutsuhito succeeded his father as Emperor of Japan
(1:352). This date marks the beginning of maodern Japan. The
new emperor chose the title of Meiji, which means "Era of
Enlightened Government" (1:353). Never has a title been more
appropriate. Under this ruler, Japan eagerly embraced the
technn~nniy of A4,erica and Europe. Unfortunately, while most of
Japan received the benefits of this ecoromic revolution, "The
Southwestern Islands" (3:7), as the Ryukyu Islands were then
known, were becoming a problem for the politicians in Tolyo
(1:353).

The problem centered around several boundary disputes Japan
experienced soon after Commodore Perry's arrival in 1853 (3:9).
Up to this time, Tokyo's benevolent style of government from
afar was perfectly suited to Japan's national interest in the
region. Okinawa was useful as a funnel for trade with China
and other East Asian nations, and as a link in the homeland
defensive perimeter. Formal control on Okinawa had beenr
"limited to a few figurehead officials and ceremonial troops
whose main function was the annual tax collmcting effort.
However, European, Russian, Korean, and US interest was growing
in the area, and several groups of islands Japan considered
home territory were now vulnerable to foreign pressure. Among
these were Formosa, the Ryukyu, Bonin, and Kurile groups, and
Tsushima in the Sea of Japan (1:356). Tokyo realized that
direct action was needed to protect these strategically
important islands.

Japan took the military and political offensive to
strengthen its position in each of the areas. On Okinawa, the
last Ryukyu King, a member of the Sho Dynasty, was made a
member of the Japanese peerage with the rank of Marquis. He
was then removed from his position on Okinawa, granted a



stipend, and shipped off to Tokyo for the remainder of his life
(4:50). After his abrupt departure, local political andN m.litary control was tightened, and Japanese culture began to
dominate the lives of the Okinawan people (1:365-378).
Although the last two decades of the 19th century were full of
progress in the main Japanese islands, this growth was not seen
on Okinawa. In fact, taxes were increased, voting rights were
restricted, and all officials had to be appointed by the Tokyo
government. As a resilt of these restrictions, many Okinawans
began to migrate to other countries. Some found their way to
the pineapple fields of Hawaii, beginning that island's
Japanese influx (4:55).

OKINAWA IN THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY

By the early years oi the 20th century, Japan was competing
well witt. the more developed nations. It had won a major war
with Russia, occupied Korea, had large territories in China,
and gained possession of Manchuria (9:6). The Japanese empire
was at its height. While this expansion was taking place,
Okinawa was still considered a backward place by most Japanese,
and the inhabitants not quite the socia. equals of other
Japanese. Full rights were not granted to Okinawans until the
1920s (4:56). Most of the people carried on subsistence

fishing and farming that characterized Okinawan life for
h uI lire" '- of Y=ar.

As Japan accelerated its conquest of East Asia in the later
part of the 1930s, Okinawa's importance as a strategic outpost
grew. While Okinawans had been serving in the Japanese
military since 1907 (1:461), Tokyo realized the need to
inculcate a new nationalistic spirit in the civilian populace.
Many programs were forced on the citizens. Among these were
the "Thought Police", "The National Spiritual Mobilization
School", and the "National General Mobilization Law of 1938"
(1:461-463). As expected, these programs were unpopular with
the Okinawan people, and efforts had to be intensified in order
to achieve the proper level of martial ardor. The government
was finally successful because it began to concentrate this
nationalistic campaign in the Okinawan schools. By the early
1940s, no citizens considered themselves more loyal to the
emperor than did the Okinawans (26:1-3). It was unfortunate
that Okinawa had little more than loyalty to contribute in
prepari~ig for the coming war.

OKINAWA IN WORLD WAR II

Kerr (1:463) describes Okinawa's dismal readiness for war
as follows:

As matters stood on December 8, 1941, the islands had
little to contribute to the war effort. There was

A s I I a



virtually no surplus in foodstuffs and no significant
industry. There was a submarine base at Unten, but the
harbors cf Okinawa were unimportant for large craft,
and the air-fields were merely way-stations on the
flight southward to Formosa and bases beyond.

If anything, this was an indictment of Tokyo's past policy
of indifference. While Okinawa was still a backwater port at
the beginning of the war. by 1944 it was the scene of frenzied
activity (1:466-460).

In the early years of the war, there were only a few
hundred troops in all oF the Ryukyu Islands. In 1944, the 32nd
Aray wa% activated, and by the time America invaded on I April
1945, more than 1ga,0Q0 deienders were in place. Many of these
mrn were Dkinawans who, after years of frustration, were about
to be given the opportunity to serve their emperor (9:.770-771).
Throughout the ensuing iteks of the battle, both sides would
suffer tremendous casualties. Estimates vary, but most
historians generally agree that about 300,000 people lost thei-
lives (7:54). When the fighting ended, one American officer
(7:55) wrote:

From personal observation of a greater portior, of the

island, I would say that 90 percent of the private
dwellinas on the island were destroyed, and many of the
remainder made at least temporarily uninbhabitable. Ths

whole population was torn from its roots, mixed up, and
disorganized. Children were separated 4rom their
families and members of families were lost...The whole
soc.iety as it had existed was for all practical
purposes iestroyec.

On that bitter note the war in the Pacific ended, and
control o Okinawa passed to America. While many of the
physical scars healed as time passed, the Okinawan people still
carry emotional wounds tnat are evident today. The Ukinawan
attitude toward Japan is apparent in their recent heated debate
over whether to allow the Japanese flag and Kimigayo national
anthem to be used at school ceremonies (10:3). The attitudes
shaped by World War II experience have had a significant impact
on the history of the Ryukyu Islands since the "gaijins"
(foreigners) arrived.

OKINAWA AS AN AMERICAN COLONY

Even before World War I1 ended, the US could see that in
order to protect its interests around the world it would be
necessary to secure bases on foreign sail. Thene bases would
help maintain a democratic presence, and would allow the rapid
projection of force against any future fops (7:60). When
Okinawa was conquered, it immediately assumed an important
strategic role foc US presence in the Western Pacific. As the

7



communists gained control in China, and Russia expanded her
influence to the Kurile Islands, Okinawa's geographic position i

made it a useful forward military outpost. When war started in
Korea, Okinawa was used to store supplies, help in the intelli-
gence gathering effort, arid launch planes to support the ground
forces against the Korean offensive.

The US chose to govern Okinawa and the Ryukyu Islands with amilitary government. Although the US had been gathering infor-

nation on the islands in preparation for the invasion, we were
not ready to assume the responsibilities associated with
rebuilding a shattered economy. Military construction was the
chief priority, and help for the Okinawan people was limited to
some relief and rehabilitation programs (4:62). In the early
1950s, the military government was replaced by the Government of
the Ryukyu Islands (GRI), which was controlled by the US Civil
Administration of the Ryukyu Islands (USCAR). As late as 1959,
an Army general, Lieutenant General Paul Caraway, still filled
the chief post (High Commissioner). It was not until 1962 that
an American civil servant, Mr. Shannon McCune, was appointed to
run the daily administration of the islands (4:63).

US military presence on Okinawa grew steadily through the
1950s, particularly after the end of the Korean War. In the
early 1960s, as US interest turned to Southeast Asia, Okinawa
became a major American staging area. All US military services
were represented with bases, and the number of personnel sta-
tioned on OUkinawa increased dramatically. While tha US was
spending a great amount of money on our military forces, spend-
ing for civilian programs lagged far behind. The Okinawan
people began to lobby for change. Issues that had to be re-
solved included how to reimburse land owners whose land was
being used for military bases, and what to do about the legal
status of the islaids (25:Ch 3). Local pressure to return the
islands to Japanese control continued to mount, and on 15 May
197-, Okinawa reverted to Japanese control (4:16). America
remained as a guest.

This brief overview of several hundred years of complex
Okinawan history is necessary in order to properly grasp the
essential nature of Okinawa's strategic worth. Originally an
economic tool, the islands later gained value for their mili-
tary importance. After years of debate over our administration
of the Ryukyu Islands, and upon successful completion of the
reversion process, we arrive at the present ar-rangement which
allows the US to continue to use the islands for military
purposes, while the Japrnese have political sovereignty.



Chapter Three

PRESENT AMERICAN INVESTMENT

OVERVIEW

Today, Okinawa is one of America's most important overseas
military basing areas. As US economic ties grow with Japan and
other East Asian countries, our interests in the Pacific region
must be protected. This is particularly important in light of
the growing Soviet presence (21:43-44). Both the US and Japa-
nese governments htave recognized the need for continued Ameri-
can presence in Japanese waters. What has developed is a prac-
tical self-defense and security arrangement which lets the US
maintain bases on Japanese soil, while encouraging increases in
defense spending by the Japanese. Article 6 of the present
Japan-US Security Treaty (19:85) summarizes this agreement in
thC follom ing statement:

For the purpose of contributing to the security of
Japan and the maintenance of international peace and
security in the Far East, the United States of
America is granted the use by its land, air, and
naval forces of facilities and areas in J1apan.

USCINCPACOM FURCES

The US forces responsible for the defense of the Pacific
belong to the US Commander In Chief, Pacific Command (USCINC-
PACOM). From its headquarters in Hawaii, it is responsible for
more than "fifty percent of the earth's surface" (24:276). The
forces available are shown below:

ARMY AIR FORCE
I Infantry Division (Korea) 1 Strategic Bomber Sqd
1 Infantry Division (Hawaii) 11 Tact 4 al Fighter Sqds

5 Tactical Support Sqds

MARINE CORPS NAVY

1 MAF (Calif) 6 Carriers with Air Wings
1 Brigade (Hawaii) 89 Surface Combatants
Portions o4 1 MAF (Japan) 32 Amphibious Ships

40 Attack Submarines

12 Air Patrol Sqds.

9



The above figures w're taken from Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger's report to Congress last year (24:276). An

examination of the figures reveals how little military punch is
available for contingency planning for future Pacific opera-
tions. The total comes to about "160,000 US combat forces on
shore and afloat in the region" (2:6). This is the lowest US
Pacific presence since 1945 (2:6). A good portion of these
forces are either stationed on Okinawa, or operate regularly
out of the waters adjacent to the Ryukyu Islands.

Currently, most of the military forces on O(kinawa are

either marines or airmen. The naval forces, while not large in

numbers, are strategically important bgyond their size. The US
Army has some specialized units, and has recently increased its

force strength. The Coast Guard is also represented, but may
be planning to withdraw in the future. A specific look at each
of these services will help to explain why they are stationed
on Okinawa, and what types of missions they are assigned.

MARINE CORPS

The Marine Corps is the service with the biggest investment
on Okinawa. It has more equipment, personnel, and facilities

than any of the other services. There are about 25,000 marines
assioned to the Third Marine Amphibious Force (III MAF), which
is headquartered at Camp Courtney (15:35). Subordinate forcen
assiqned to III MAF include the 3d Marine Divison (3dMarDiv),
1st Marine Aircraft Wing (lstMAW), and the 3d Force Service
Support Group (3dFSSG) (15:36). With the exception of the 1st
MAW which ha5 some of its squadrons stationed at Marine Corps
Air Station Iwakuni (near Hiroshima), all III MAF units call
Okinawa their home port. Headquarters, Marine Corps Base Camp
S.D. Bu ler is also located or. Okinawa, and controls several
thousand acres of land for training purposes (8:Fig 2).

Marine units of III MAF are stationed on Okinawa in order
to provide an immediate capability to respond should US secu-
rity interests be threatened anywhere in the Pacific. Okinawa
was originally chosen primarily because it was available, and
tinder US control during the tense days of the cold war era. In
that period, communist threats were being encountered in many

East Asian countries. Okinawa's advance location, and insula-
tion from possible attack, made it an ideal logistics staging
base. During the Viet Nam Conflict, it performed a similar
function. Later, as that conflict ended, the US still required
a place to garrison and train troops. nkinawa was the logical
choice, even though by that time it had reverted to Japanese

control (3:21).
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Althougn Okinawa is now Japanese territory, marines con-
tinue to occupy most of the same land they had before rever-
sion. Unfortunately, local growth in population, and tremen-
douis economic development, have placed a strain -.-n the fine
r-elatiorn;hip that once existed between the Maritie Corps and
local governments (10:3). City c'cficials, respronding to "tie
demands of concerned Okinawans, have had to ask the Marine
Corps to restrict many of its training activities, particularly
live -fire artillery,. and close air support training. This hi-,
forced the marines to go of-f island to practice many of their
com'bat skills. Presently, at least one third of the marines
assigned to Ifl M(M- are deployed away from Okinawa at any given
time (15-37-39). Most of these marines are assigned to compos-
ite Marine Air Ground Task Forces kMA6TF) of various sizes.
Depleving to locations iiway fromb Okinawa serves two functions.
Firstl it provides task organized, combat ready units, capable
of delivering a direrct presence throughout East Asia. Second,
it removes these units to locations more suited to providing
the ranges necessary for the marines to hone their combat
te-chniques. Gkinawa is not ideal for supporting the marine
effort due to its current political restrictions,.

NAVY

Wo-.kinq closely with Marine Corps is the Navy. The Maio
naval command in East Asia is the 7th Fleet, which is head-

similar to that of the marines in that it is "in the reuion
ready to respond when necessary" (13:118). Again, it is a
force capa~ble of projeLting power and stipporting governmeits
frienily to the US (13:118).

On Okinawa, the major naval forces oparate out of the joint
Japanese-US naval port facility at White Beach (6:Fig 2)~.
Un~ar the c-ontroi of the Commander, Amphibious Group One/Aiar--
phibious Force Seventh Fleet (CTF-76), the navy exercises with
marine units deployed on ship. and provides amphibious shipping
necessary to support naval crimiitments in East Asia (155:39).
The White Beach base mc-intains port support facilities to keep
the ships reiiupplied.

The Navy also has several communications facilities on
Okinawa. iho_ Haiiza and Awase sites provide vital communication
links with deployed naval forces, and support the intelligence
gathe~ring activities for the US Pacific Fleet and Pacific
Command. A Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (Sea~ee) is
located at Camp Shields. It provides construction expertise to
the III MAF. Headquarters for the Combined Fleet. Activities is
th-n Naval Air Facility, Kadena, which operates on the weast side
of Kadena Air Base. Aviation support facilities are maintained
to assist deploying naval aviation (including marine aviation)
units operating from 7th Fleet carriers, or from stations such
as NAS Atsugi and tICAS Iwakuri. NAF Kadena also is home for



the deployed P-3 antisubmarine warfare (ASW) squadron which
provides a submarine surveillance capability for the East
China, South China, and Philippine Seas. Carrying ASW sensors
and munitions, this versatile aircraft has exceptional range
and time on statlon capacity (13:121).

AIR FORCE

The other major American military force on OKinawa is Air
Force's 313th Air Division. Located at Kadena Air Base (8:Fig
2), it is part of the 5th Air Force. The aviation units
assigned to this command are a significant contributor to
regional defense. In addition to providing logistics and
personne' %upport, Kadena is the home of the 18th Tactical
Fighter Wing (20:0). This unit has some 70 F-15 fighters, 18
RF-4C reconaissance planes, and other support aircraft. Also
located at KIas.ena is the 37bth Strategic Wing (SAC) with KC-135
tankers, AWACS, and SR-71 reconaissance planes (14:17). These
aviation assets are responsible for monitoring the presence of
Soviet forces operating in the region, and for responding to
'in/ crisis situation which might affect US interests. The
tankers and AWACS planes are linked to SAC forces located
elsewhere in the Pacific (14:17).

ARMY

The US Army also stations units or Okinawa. US Army
iar,-ison Okinawa (PJSAGO) is the headquarters element for

various logistics support functions subordinate to the US Army
Japan located at Camp Zama near Tokyo. The major operational
unilt on Okinawa is the 1st Battalion, 1st Special Forces Group.
This unit was recently transferred to Okinawa, and is stationed
at Torii Station (8:Fig 2). This organization provides special
operations forces (SOF) capability to LIS Forces Japan and
PACOM. The Army was once the dominant force cn the island, but
in recent years they removed most of their active forces. In
the early 1970s, the Army tUrned over control of many of its
bases to the Marine Corps. In addition to Camp Kinser, the
marines also inherited Camp Foster and the US Naval Hospital at
Camp Lester. The Army did retain its major communications
station at Fort Buckner. Operated by a signal battal ion of US
Army Information Systems Command (USAISCOM), this facility
provide5 telephone service and satellite transmission and
reception capabilities (20:41).

COAST GUARD

The Coast Guard is also represented on Okinawa. It pro-
vides a LORAN communications facility at Geshashi on the north-
east coast o4 Okinawa. Other than this one activity, the Coast
r6uard has no presence on the island. As LORAN sites become
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obsolete and are replaced by more sophisticated satellite
communications, it is anticipated that this facility will no
longer be needed (27:--).

SUMMATION OF CURRENT FORCES

These are the US forces which are now assigned to Okinawa.
They are a tremendotis resource, yet they face a growing threat
from some communist countries. In view of the expansion of the
Soviet Pacific Fleet in Vladivostok and Cam Rahn Bay, and ttie
vulnerability of many US allies to interdiction of sea lines of
communication (LOCs), it is obvious that US interests could be
threatcned in a variety of ways. The question which must be
answered is are our fo-ces on Okinawa strong enough to perform
their misio,as? Also, must those forces be stationed on
Okinawa in order to perforn these tasks? Figure 3 shows the
relative defense strengths of some of the key opponents that
could prove to be a hostilp force in future conflicts. Since
most of our Asian allies are not strong enough militarily to
confrent a direct communist threat, it is important for the US
to uie its forces to provide a credible deterrent. "Japan
remains a cornerstone of regional securit-. by virtue of its
strategic location, economic strength, and self-defense capa-

bility" (21:45). The US is pledged to defend Japan. How best
to fulfill this pledge may now be the most important egional
issue facing US strategists.

II
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Chapter Four

OKINAWA'S STRA1..GIC VALUE

President Ronald Reagan has called the 21st century the
"Pacific Era" (16:1). Mr. Richard L. Armitage, Assistant
Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs echoed
that when he said, "The economic importance of Asia and the
Pacific to the United States outstrips that of any other
region, including Europe" (11:29). No less than Secretary of
State George Schultz agreed with this Asian philosophy in his
remark, "To understand the future, you must understand the
Pacific" (12:11). Many other prominent civilian and military
leaders appreciate and support this analysis. The interests of
the US have been, and will continue to be, interwoven with that
of our East Asian friends. If Asia is important to the U'S,
then it follows that our major military bases will be the
central ingredient in the formula we develop to protect those
interests.

What then in the strategic importance of Okinawa? More
than anything else, the Pacific is a maritime region. Coun-
tries separated by the sea must operate in a nautical
environment to survive. Trade between nations is heavily
dependent upon commerce on the high seas, and those nations
that can control the seas will be those that become, and
remain, economically strong. Japan is a classic example 0f a
nation whose very existence depends on its overseas commerce.
Whether importing resources from the Middle East, or exporting
goods to the US, Japan must maintain a steady flow of trade to
survive. The Japanese understand this, and have agreed to
defend their territory, including sea lanes, out to a limit of
1000 nautical miles (12:12). Given Okinawa's excellent
geographic location, adjacent to major sea lanes to the Indian
Ocean and beyond, it assumes a most important strategic link
for the defense of southern Japan.

While the Japanese view Okinawa as vital to their defense

plan, the US sees this island in a broader perspective. In-
deed, Okinawa is seldom rentioned at all regarding its role for
the defense of Japanese sea lanes. Instead, the US looks at
Okinawa as one link of a defensive line that stretches from New
Zealand to the Aleutian Islands. This defensive line, and most
particularly the 3apanese portion, holds the key to interdic-
ting the Soviet Pacific Fleet should a major conflict occur.
Short of a t heater level confrontation, the Japanese islands,
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and especially Okirnawa, are necessary to counter "the Soviet
Union'ý relentless drive to increase its military power and
expand its influence in East Asia..." (24:276). 1he US, as
world pouwr, must continue to resist Soviet attempts to domi--
nate Asia. by viewing Okinawa in the larger context of its
role 4c- the defense ,of the entire -egioni, rather than it:-
position as a guard for Japan's fla.nk, Okinawa assumes a
significant stritegic value for the US.

Other East Asian nations might view Okinawa's strategic
importance differently depending on their relationship with
western free-market economies. For many years the People's
Republic of China (PRC) has been one of our foremost opponents
in the region. Their support of North Korea and Viet Nam
during US conflicts with thosa nations was to be expected in
light of our ideological differences. It follows that the
Chinese feel a US military presence an an island so close to
their shores would constitute a major strategic threat.
Although our relations with the PRC are irmproving daily,
Okinawa will remain a strategic question wark for the Chinese.

Another po-;sible regional opponent is North Korea. With
its always threatening military posture, and continuing desire
to reunite the Korean peninsula, North Korean forces, under Kim
I1-Sung's direction, will pose a continuing threat to regional
security. "From Kim Il-Sung's perspective, US imperialism is
North Korea's number one enemy and the main stumbling block to

reunif.1; ýoi-62 'ý- ' .% -'-
A alý i '- 1?J *14cvL.1 LI 1'..i.r tec L . wellI awarve that

III MAF marines are stationed only a short flight away, ready
to reinforce the soldiers of the US 2nd Infantry Division
should North Korea choose to invade the south.

Likewise, Taiwan, the Philippines, Viet Nam, and all
Asisociation of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) members realize
that Okinawa is a major strategic weapon in the US arsenal in
East Asia. Depending on the US to maintain its presence on
Okinawa, many of these small countries cannot afford to
increase military defense spending should the US decide that
Okinawa is no longer important. Yet, Dr. Gaston J. Sigur Jr.
(23:4) recently said in an audress on US policy toward East
Asia, "We also intend to protect and preserve those interests
essential to security and stability". Okinawa will play a
strategic part in that process.
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Chapter Five

US OPTIONS FOR OKINAWA

INTRODUCTION

As the world moves into the 21st century, it is time to
examine our role in East Asia, and Okinawa, to ensure the US is
pursuing the best course of action to further our national
interests. As regional stability grows, and political rela-
tionships change, US objectives may also change. Unless we
continue to scrutinize our Asian policies, we may find our
country supporting policies that are more harmful than good.
The US has a large investment on Okinawa. This investment is
designed to support our goal of promoting regional stability.
For the past 40 years we have used Okinawa to protect Asia, and
the economic resources it contains. However, the last decade
Shas sen a ouantum leap in new dialogue between former antago-
nists. We have reached a crossroad, and it is time o look to
the fLture. Our Asian investment may not be as nece sary as it
once was.

The US has three major options regarding our involvement on
Okinawa. First, we could choose to maintain the status quo.
This option supports a policy that calls for maintairing a
large US force on Okinawa, with the Japanese government provid-
ing periodic facilities improvements to help defray the =ost
(27:--). At the "ame timo., America could urge the Japanese to
increase their defense spending and modernize their military
forces. The second option would recommend an increase in our
involvement on Okinawa. As a result of Soviet advances, the
option would stress strengthening our naval and aviation
assets. The third option is to selectively reduce our force
structure on Okinawa, replacing US forces with Japarese units.
As the opportunity for low intensity conflict (LIC) increases
in the Americas, perhaps some forces now on Okinawa might be
more useful if they were stationed in the US. Let's exaA ne
each option.

OPTIUN ONE - STATUS QUO

This option has been successful for the last 20 years, ODr
economic ties to Japan, and current political treaties, have
required our active presence in the region. It is advantagwous
to have military forces available for deployment to other areas
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in the region. Okinawa is a convenient location from which to

launch military operations in support of our policies.

Unfortunately, the cust of maintaining these forces has also

increased (27:--). At the same time, Japan has been able to

make great economi.c gains using our defense umbrella, thus

reducing the amount it has to spend on defense. Japan,

realizing it has an advantage, and understanding the political

sentiments which Americans have toward their trade surplus with

the US, has begun to spend more on defense, and has provided

millions of yen to upgrade and --eplace old US facilities on

Japanese soil (28:--). It is doubtful, in today's climate of

congressional austerity, that the Department of Defense could

have obtained funding for these improvements. However,

Congress may still perceive Japan's efforts as nut enough.

Funding aside, is it really necessary to maintain the status

quo?

There is always the possibility that the US may be required e

to support our Asian partners in a low intensity conflict.
Having forward deployed forces available would reduce the time

necessary to respond to such an assigni:nent. At present, the

Japanese Self-Defense Force is unable to replace US forces that

are stationed Ln Okinawa. Given the reluctance of many

Japanese to support a bu.ld-up of Japanese military strength,

it is doubtful that Japan could fill any vacuum created by a US

withdrawal. Yet, aside from the obvious Soviet presence, East
8~i~ �,•_ i•_ _ - ain _ time_ whcn t hp rhanc-_e for conflict in the

region is greatly reduced. ASEAN and other regional alliances

like it may be the real defense posture of the future. In

time, the US presence on Okinawa m~y come to represent a

detriment tc security. It is encouraging to see the PRC

resolve its Hong Kong and Macao issues peacefully, and it is
hoped that eventually the Taiwan issue will follow. As Kim

Il-Sung departs, new Korean initiatives may reduce tcnsions on

that peninsula. As all of Asia leans; toward the economic

benefits of free-market government, the US should prepare for

the day when Okinawa and East Asia no longer need our support.

OPTION TWO - INCREASE UIS FORCES

The second option would be to increase our presence on

Okinawa. Thii region is "heavily armed" (2:1). A larger US

pre'Fence might be necessary to keep the region stable. A case

could bh made for adopting this option based on the Soviet

threat. However, the US force strength while large, is not

endless. Economically aid politically, this option would meet

great resistancA from the American public and congressional
leaders. With East Asia stabilizing, and defense cost taKing

more of the US annual budget, support for an increase in aid to

the region would be unrealistic. It is Lard to imagine America

increasing its defense spending to protect a country (JapanW

which it owe. several billion dollars in trade debts.



OPTION THREE - WITHDRAWAL

The final option available would be to reduce the US
military presence on Okinawa. Under this proposal, the US
would initiate a gradual withdrawal of our forces, replacing
them with Japanese units capable of performing the same
mission. If adopted, the US would risk weakening its prestige
in the region, and could limit its ability to protect American
interests throughout East Asia. However, a partial withdrawal
of selected forces, phased in over a period of sufficient
length to train Japanese units, might be very effective. For
example, the marines of III MAF could be returned to bases
under US control. Guam. Hawaii, or California could he used
for this purpose. Military forces can now be airlifted around
the world on short notice. When responding to a situation
which requires marine combat forces to prepare for a landing on
hostile shores, it makes little difference if the forces are
airlifted to the scene in 3 hours or 10 hours. Once Japanese
forces are trained and equipped to assume aviation missions,
the 18th TFW and ASW P-3 squadron could also be returned to the
US. If given enough time to prepare for the US departure, the
Japanese could easily perform the duties presently assigned to
US military forces. Politically, just the threat to withdraw
might be dued to encourage the Japanese to increase their de-
fEnse spending to a level commensurate with their standing as a
world economic superpower. Regardless of the timetable estab-
Aisheds there is nn reason vWty this option miigt not ve impLe-
atei-ted safely, without degrading the stability of the region.
The key to this option is to return only those units that would
pribably not be in direct confrontation with the Soviet forces.
For security reasons, the 7th Fleet and certain intelligence
gathering activities would probably have to remain well into
the 21st century.
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Chapter Six

RECOMMENDATIONS

Of the three options presented, the recommended course
would be to begin planning for withdrawal of our forces. This
recommendation is based on the assessment that East Asia will
continue to grow economically, and will stabilize as more
nations participate in free-market trade. Our forces will, at
best, have only a limited impact on East Asia. It is time to
let our Asian partners participate more fully in tneir defense.
It is also time for the US to recognize that the Asia of today
bears little resemblance to the Asia of 40 years ago.

The US needs to more effectively employ its limited
military forces in order to meet the most probable threat.
That threat has a much greater chance of occurring in the
merit-iAs thAn in Fast Asia, especiallv in the next century.

Japanese forces could easily assume missions thaL our force S
now perform. It remains only to choose which forces and in
what priority they can return. Because most marine units are
not even on Okinawa most of the time, they would be likely
candidates for early removal.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff stress that forward deployment of
US forces is one of the strengths of our global strategy
(21:9). This is certainly true in Europe, but has doubtful
applicability on Okinawa. Anything our ground forces can do
from a base on that island, they can also do from a base on
Hawaii or Guam. Besides, Hawaii and Guam are American soil,
with all the advantages, and few disadvantages that foreign
bases have.

Japan is continuing to expand its military force. ASEAN
will be a power in East Asia in the future. It is time for the
US to support our commitments to lesser developed countries in
the Americas. The likelihood of a future conflict in Central
America is great. Only by realizing this fact will the US be
ready for that conflict. We must begin planning now. The
first step is a realignment of our deployed military forces.
After 40 years, it is time to say "sayonara" to Okinawa.
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